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Early computation of part structure:
Evidence from visual search
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The visual system represents object shapes in terms of intermediate-level parts. The minima rule
proposes that the visual system uses negative minima of curvature to define boundaries between parts.
We used visual search to test whether part structures consistent with the minima rule are computed
preattentively—or at least, rapidly and early in visual processing. The results of Experiments 1 and 2
showed that whereas the search for a non–minima-segmented shape is fast and efficient among minimasegmented shapes, the reverse search is slow and inefficient. This asymmetry is expected if parsing at
negative minima occurs obligatorily. The results of Experiments 3 and 4 showed that although both
minima- and non–minima-segmented shapes pop out among unsegmented shapes, the search for minimasegmented shapes is significantly slower. Together, these results demonstrate that the visual system
segments shapes into parts, using negative minima of curvature, and that it does so rapidly in early stages
of visual processing.

A basic problem in object perception is segmenting retinal arrays into regions that are likely to have arisen from
coherent objects—in other words, the formation of perceptual units. Perceptual units exist at many levels, however. The objects and surfaces we see are not unstructured
wholes; they themselves have further part structure. When
we look at a chair, for example, we see not only a coherent
object, but also a spatial arrangement of clearly defined parts:
a back, a seat, and four legs. Perceptual units thus exist at
the level of whole objects, at the level of parts, and possibly at the level of smaller parts nested hierarchically within
larger ones (Marr & Nishihara, 1978; Palmer, 1977).
In principle, although any physical subset of an object
may be considered to be its part, only some of these
“parts” are perceptually natural. Parts, like objects (Spelke,
1994), must be cohesive, connected units1: The bottom
inch of a chair’s leg along with the top half of its back hardly
constitutes a natural part. Connectedness by itself is not
sufficient, however. For instance, the upper half of a leg along
with a small adjoining portion of the seat is a connected
piece. But it seems rather contrived to consider it a part of
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the chair. What stimulus features, then, serve to characterize perceptually natural parts?
Hoffman and Richards (1984) noted that whenever two
independent parts connect or interpenetrate to form a
complete object (as occurs with manufactured objects;
Figure 1A) or when a part grows out of a body (as occurs
with biological objects; Figure 1B; see Leyton, 1992), the
boundaries between these parts typically lie in negative
minima of curvature.2 Intuitively, these are points of a high
(locally maximal) magnitude of curvature that lie in concave regions of the shape. Hoffman and Richards thus formulated the minima rule: Human vision segments shapes
by using negative minima of curvature as boundaries between parts.
A number of experimental studies have demonstrated
the perceptual reality of part-based representations (Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Cooper, 1991; Driver & Baylis,
1995) and, in particular, of the minima rule. Indeed, researchers have used the minima rule to explain a variety of
visual phenomena, including the perception of shape similarity (Attneave, 1971; Hoffman, 1983), short-term memory for shapes (Braunstein, Hoffman, & Saidpour, 1989),
the perception of symmetry and repetition (Baylis & Driver, 1994, 1995; Driver & Baylis, 1995, 1996), the assignment of figure and ground (Hoffman & Singh, 1997), the
perception of transparency (Singh & Hoffman, 1998), and
visual search (Hulleman, te Winkel, & Boselie, 2000;
Wolfe & Bennett, 1997).
In this paper, we will address the question of whether parsing at negative minima of curvature occurs preattentively—
or at least, rapidly and early in visual processing. Traditionally, the processing of certain visual features has been
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ture defines the target, that feature is a good candidate for
a preattentive feature. Despite these differing views on preattentive processing, there is nevertheless a consensus that
pop-out and search asymmetry are indicative of features
that are computed rapidly and early in visual processing.
Some evidence for the early computation of negative
minima has come from such visual search studies. Wolfe
and Bennett (1997), for example, found that a target with
a sharp negative minimum of curvature (Figure 2A) pops
out among a set of distractors with no such negative minimum (Figure 2B), but not vice versa—hence, suggesting
that negative minima are computed early and in parallel
across the visual field. Using stimuli like those in Figure 3, however, Elder and Zucker (1993) found that the
search for their target shape with a negative minimum
(Figure 3A) did not quite reach the criterion for parallel
search. There are two possible interpretations of this apparent inconsistency (Hulleman et al., 2000). First, it may
be that negative minima have no special status in visual
search and that the results of Wolfe and Bennett (1997)
simply reflected the fact that the shape in Figure 2A has a
point of high curvature, whereas the shape in Figure 2B
does not. (Curvature has indeed been shown previously to
be a basic feature; see Wolfe, Yee, & Friedman-Hill, 1992.)
Second, it may be that negative minima do have a special
status but that the results of Elder and Zucker did not reveal
this because their curvature extrema had a low turning
angle, and hence low visual salience4 (see, e.g., Hoffman
& Singh, 1997).
To distinguish between these two possibilities, Hulleman et al. (2000) conducted visual search experiments
using shapes such as those shown in Figure 4. The shape
in Figure 4B has a sharp negative minimum of curvature,

Figure 1. Demonstration of the motivation behind the minima
rule: Whenever two independent parts connect or interpenetrate
generically (A) or when a part grows out of a body (B), the boundaries between parts lie in negative minima of curvature. Intuitively, these are points of locally highest magnitude of curvature
that lie in concave regions of the shape.

considered to be completely free of attentional demands—hence, preattentive (Neisser, 1967)—and asymmetry in visual search tasks has been taken to be an important sign of such processing (Treisman & Gormican,
1988; Treisman & Souther, 1985; Wolfe, 1994). In particular, if visual search for a target with Feature X is fast and
efficient among distractors that lack Feature X but the reverse search is slow and inefficient, Feature X is considered to be computed preattentively.3 Some recent work has
disputed whether any visual task can really be considered
to be free from attentional demands (see, e.g., Joseph,
Chun, & Nakayama, 1997). On the other hand, Wolfe’s
(1994) guided search model suggests that there are a limited number of preattentive features that can guide attention toward likely targets. Flat slopes (and pop-out) occur
when the preattentive features can guide attention to the
target on the first deployment of attention. If a single fea-

Figure 2. Stimuli adapted from the study by Wolfe and Bennett
(1997). Their experiment showed that whereas the shape with the
sharp negative minimum (A) pops out among distractors that
lack a negative minimum (B), the reverse search is slow and inefficient.
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Figure 3. Stimuli adapted from the study by Elder and Zucker
(1993). In their study, the search for the shape with the negative
minimum (A) did not quite reach the criterion for pop-out. This
indicates either that negative minima have no privileged status of
visual search or that the curvature extrema on the shapes used in
this study were perceptually too weak.

whereas the one in Figure 4A does not. However, the
shape in Figure 4A does have an equally sharp point that
lies in a convex region of the shape (i.e., a positive maximum of curvature). In a series of experiments, Hulleman
et al. found that a shape with a negative minimum (such
as Figure 4B) pops out among distractors, each with a positive maximum (such as Figure 4A), but not vice versa—
even though the magnitude of curvature is the same in
both extrema. They thus argued that negative minima
(and, more generally, salient concavities) are computed
early and in parallel across the visual field. More evidence
in support of this interpretation has come from experiments by Humphreys and Müller (2000). They not only
found a search asymmetry in favor of concave targets over
convex targets, but also showed that this asymmetry can
be reversed by switching the assignment of figure and
ground.
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Granting that negative minima are computed early in
visual processing does not in itself imply, however, that
part structures themselves are computed early. On a twodimensional shape, negative minima are simply points
that lie on the contour of the shape, whereas the computation of part structure requires computing part cuts that
segment the shape into parts. In this paper, we will study
the simple case of two-part shapes that can be segmented
by joining two negative minima of curvature on the contour of the shape. In addition to negative minima, recent
work has also pointed to the role of more global, regionbased, geometric factors in determining perceived shape
in general (Burbeck & Pizer, 1995; Kimia, Tannenbaum,
& Zucker, 1995) and part structure in particular (Siddiqi
& Kimia, 1995; Siddiqi, Tresness, & Kimia, 1996; Singh
& Hoffman, 2001; Singh, Seyranian, & Hoffman, 1999).
The method developed in this paper will allow us to study
more complex cases as well. We will return to this issue in
the General Discussion section.
Some evidence for the early computation of parts comes
from judgments of symmetry and repetition. It has often
been observed (at least as far back as Mach; see Baylis &
Driver, 1994, 1995) that humans are more sensitive to
symmetry within a pattern than to repetition. This observation has been confirmed in many experiments (e.g.,
Bertamini, Friedenberg, & Kubovy, 1997; Bruce & Morgan, 1975; Corballis & Roldan, 1974; Friedenberg & Bertamini, 2000). More recently, Baylis and Driver (1994)
have argued that whereas symmetry within a shape can be
detected in parallel, repetition seems to involve a serial
process. They had participants judge whether or not a
given shape was perfectly symmetric (see Figure 5A) or
whether or not it was perfectly repeated (see Figure 5B).
They found that, for symmetry judgments, response times
(RTs) were hardly affected by the number of steps added
to the sides of the shapes (RT slopes , 6 msec/step). How-

Figure 4. Stimuli adapted from the study by Hullem an, te
Winkel, and Boselie (2000). Although each of the two shapes contains a sharp corner with the same turning angle, the shape with
the negative minimum (B) popped out among distractors with the
positive maximum (A), but not vice versa. This suggests that negative minima—and salient concavities, more generally—do have
a privileged status in visual search.
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Figure 5. Stimuli adapted from the study by Baylis and Driver (1994, 1995). For the
stimuli in the top row, judgments of symmetry (A) were faster and more accurate than
judgments of repetition (B). Baylis and Driver argued that this is because the shape
in A has matching parts, whereas the one in B has mismatching parts on the two sides.
Consistent with this account, they found that the advantage for symmetry could be reversed if the symmetric contours resulted in mismatching parts (C) and the repeated
contours resulted in matching parts (D).

ever, for repetition judgments, response times increased
steadily with the number of steps (RT slopes . 26 msec/
step). Baylis and Driver (1994) argued that this occurs because a symmetric shape has matching negative minima
of curvature on the two sides—and hence, matching
parts—whereas a repeated shape has mismatching parts
(because concavities on one side correspond to convexities on the other). If the visual system represents shapes in
terms of parts and compares them at the level of parts
(rather than point by point), it would indeed make sense
for symmetry to be an easier judgment than repetition.
Moreover, if parts mediate the parallel detection of symmetry, they must themselves be computed in parallel.
As further evidence for their claim, Baylis and Driver
(1995) demonstrated that the advantage for symmetry can
be reversed by reversing the figure and ground relationships on one of the two curves (see Figures 5C and 5D).
For these modified stimuli, they found that repetition became an easier judgment than symmetry, consistent with
the fact that the repeated pattern (Figure 5D) now has
matching parts, whereas the symmetric pattern (Figure 5C) has mismatching parts.
The results of Baylis and Driver (1994, 1995) thus provide some evidence for the early computation of parts.
These results do not demonstrate, however, that perceived
parts are necessarily delineated at negative minima of curvature. The symmetric shape in Figure 5A, for example,
also has matching positive maxima of curvature (points
of locally highest magnitude of curvature that lie in convex regions) and matching inflection points (points of

transition from convex to concave, and vice versa), and in
principle, these could also have been used to make the
symmetry judgments. Similarly, the repeated shape in Figure 5D has matching negative minima, as well as matching positive maxima. Thus, this methodology does not single out negative minima as the critical determiners of
perceived parts. In addition, the results were obtained in
the context of judgments of symmetry and repetition, so
the experimental method does not allow one to test shapes
that are not near-symmetric or near-repeated. It therefore
remains unclear to what extent these results generalize to
arbitrary shapes. Finally, this experimental method does
not allow one to compare the perceptual naturalness of
two different ways of segmenting a shape (e.g., by comparing part structures that are consistent with the minima
rule with those that are not).
In the present study, our goal was to test directly whether
part structures consistent with the minima rule are computed preattentively—or at least, rapidly and early in visual
processing. In Experiments 1 and 2, we used visual search
asymmetry, resulting from different parsings, to assess the
early computation of part structure (Treisman & Souther,
1985). In Experiments 3 and 4, we compared visual search
RTs for differently segmented shapes among unsegmented shapes and obtained further evidence for the early
computation of perceived part structures. All the experiments used the standard visual search paradigm; however,
unlike previous visual search studies, we used the same
shape for targets and distractors, but segmented in two different ways.
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feature, quite independently of the fact that these line segments are part cuts. Similarly, the relative areas of the two
parts created by these cuts were also equated: The area of
the bottom part in Figure 6A is equal to the area of the top
part in Figure 6C. Finally, the part cuts in both parsings
had the same orientation (i.e., horizontal), so that any observed search asymmetry could not be attributed to a difference in orientation.
Method

Figure 6. Stimuli used in Experiment 1: (A) minima-parsed
shape; (B) no further parsing occu rs for Shape A; (C) non–
minima-parsed shape; and (D) the resulting shape if parsing at
negative minima occurs automatically for the shape presented in
panel C.

EXPERIMENT 1
In Experiment 1, participants searched for either a shape
segmented at negative minima of curvature (Figure 6A)
among distractor shapes parsed elsewhere (Figure 6C) or
the reverse. Our logic was as follows: If the visual system
segments shapes at negative minima of curvature, then the
bottom “part” of the shape in Figure 6C would be segmented further into two parts, yielding the effective parsing shown in Figure 6D. As a result, the shape in Figure 6C would end up having an extra “feature” that the
shape in Figure 6A does not have—namely, the cut in the
rectangular part of the shape (or, equivalently, an additional part—three rather than two). Previous visual search
studies have shown that when a target is defined by the
presence of a unique feature, search is usually fast and efficient, whereas when the target is distinguished by the absence of a feature, search becomes slow and self-terminating
(e.g., Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Treisman & Souther,
1985). If the visual system in fact segments shapes at negative minima, we should expect the search for a non–
minima-segmented shape among minima-segmented
shapes to be fast and efficient and the search for a minimasegmented shape among non–minima-segmented shapes
to be slow and inefficient.
In designing the stimuli, we minimized differences along
other dimensions that might distinguish between the natural and the unnatural parsings. For example, the lengths of
the part cuts in the two parsings were equated, because cut
length has previously been shown to be an important factor in parsing shapes (Singh et al., 1999). Moreover, in the
context of visual search, the difference in the lengths of
these line segments might itself provide a distinguishing

Participants. Twelve participants, 7 males and 5 females, from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology were recruited. They
were between 17 and 40 years of age, all had normal or correctedto-normal vision, and they were paid for their participation.
Materials and Design. The shapes used in Experiment 1 are shown
in Figures 6A and 6C. They are naturally seen as a bar attached to
an oval, with either a cut in the middle of the bar (non-minima parsing) or a cut at the junction of the bar and the oval (minima parsing).
The size of the (uncut) bar was 0.57º 3 1.83º, and that of the oval
was 0.57º 3 1.15º. The thickness of the cut was 0.11º. The area of
the oval in the minima-parsed shape was equal to the area of the detached bar piece in the non–minima-parsed shape. Hence, the two
“parts” in both the minima-parsed and the non–minima-parsed
shapes had equal relative areas.
Each display consisted of either 6 or 12 shapes distributed in a 5 3
3 grid (9.38º 3 9.72º). Each position was offset slightly from the
grid so that the shapes were not perfectly aligned with each other.
The experiment was run in two sessions. In one session, the participants searched for a non–minima-parsed shape among minimaparsed shapes (Figure 7A), and in the other session, they searched
for a minima-parsed shape among non–minima-parsed shapes (Figure 7B). The order of the two sessions was counterbalanced across
participants. Within each session, displays with set size 6 and set
size 12 were intermixed randomly. These resulted in a total of 96 trials for each set size: 48 target-present trials and 48 target-absent trials. Trials from different conditions were divided evenly into three
64-trial blocks. Thirty-two practice trials preceded the experimental
trials in each session.
Apparatus. The displays were presented on the 15-in. monitor of
a 350-MHz G3 iMac, using the MacProbe experimental software.
The participants were seated 50 cm away from the monitor.
Procedure. Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation
dot for 500 msec, which was then followed by the search display.
The search display remained on the screen until the participants had
pressed one of the two prespecified keys to indicate the presence or
absence of the target. The participants were instructed to use either
their thumbs or their index fingers to press the response keys. The
response keys were the Control key on the extreme left of the keyboard and the Enter key on the extreme right of the keyboard. Key
assignments were counterbalanced across participants, and the assignment was indicated by appropriately labeled stickers on the
keys. Within a block, the next trial began automatically 500 msec
after the participant had responded to the previous trial. An incorrect
response was indicated by a single short beep. The participants were
allowed to take a break for as long as they wished between blocks.

Results
Reaction time for correct trials. Of the total data collected, 7.46% were removed owing to response errors. Two
further data points were removed because the RTs were
greater than 3,000 msec. The remaining data were analyzed with a within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA).
The mean RTs averaged across participants are plotted in
Figure 8.
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[F(1,11) 5 51.96, p , .001], and this effect interacted significantly with search type [F(1,11) 5 31.13, p , .001].
In addition, the interaction between set size and target
presence/absence, as well as the three-way interaction
(among search type, set size, and target presence/absence)
were both significant [F(1,11) 5 5.11, p 5 .045, and
F(1,11) 5 5.22, p 5 0.043, respectively].
A separate ANOVA was also carried out for each
search type. When the participants searched for a non–
minima-parsed shape among minima-parsed shapes, the
main effects of set size and target presence/absence were
both significant [F(1,11) 5 11.21, p 5 .006, and F(1,11) 5
17.90, p 5 .001, respectively]. However, the interaction of
the two effects did not reach significance (F , 1). When
the participants searched for a minima-parsed shape
among non–minima-parsed shapes, the effect of set size,
the effect of target presence/absence, and the interaction
of the two were all significant [F(1,11) 5 54.31, p , .001,
F(1,11) 5 51.44, p , .001, and F(1,11) 5 7.43, p 5 .020,
respectively]. These results show that the two types of
search differed from each other qualitatively, with the
search for a non–minima-parsed shape among minimaparsed shapes being consistent with a feature search and
the reverse search being consistent with a serial selfterminating search (Wolfe, 1998).
Error rates. The mean error rates are presented in
Table 1. The participants made more errors searching for
a minima-parsed shape among non–minima-parsed
shapes than they did in the reverse search [F(1,11) 5 6.73,
p 5 .025]. They also made more errors with larger set
sizes [F(1,11) 5 16.99, p 5.002] and more errors when
the target shape was present than when it was absent
[F(1,11) 5 28.48, p , .001].

Figure 7. Examples of search displays used in Experiment 1.
The participants searched either for a non–minima-parsed target among minima-parsed distractors (A) or for a minimaparsed target among non–minima-parsed distractors (B).

Overall, the two search types differed from each other
significantly [F(1,11) 5 82.24, p , .001], such that participants were much faster at detecting the presence or absence of a non–minima-parsed shape among minimaparsed shapes than they were at detecting a minima-parsed
shape among non–minima-parsed shapes. The effect of
set size was also significant [F(1,11) 5 51.87, p , .001],
and it interacted significantly with search type [F(1,11) 5
33.53, p ,.001]. The participants were much faster at detecting the presence, rather than the absence, of a target

Discussion
When the participants searched for a non–minima-parsed
shape among minima-parsed shapes, the search slopes
were very shallow for both target-present and targetabsent trials (both were less than 10 msec/item: 5.5 msec/
item for target-present trials, 6.7 msec/item for targetabsent trials). Moreover, the ratio between target-present
and target-absent slopes was significantly less than 2.0
(F , 1). These results thus fulfilled the criteria proposed
by Wolfe (1998) for feature search and indicated that
when a part cut occurred at a non–negative-minima location on the target shape, it was considered as a unique feature among distractors with part cuts at negative minima.
The parsing from Figure 6C to Figure 6D must, therefore,
occur rapidly and early in visual processing.
When the roles of the target and the distractors were reversed—such that the participants searched for a minimaparsed shape among non–minima-parsed shapes—search
became slow and inefficient (19.3 and 32.2 msec/item for
target present and absent, respectively). In this case, the
obligatory parsing at negative minima in the distractor
shapes made the cut in the target shape much less prominent. As a result, the target was now defined by the absence of a cut in the non-minima location. As is well

EARLY COMPUTATION OF PART STRUCTURE
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Figure 8. The mean reaction times for correct trials in Experiment 1. When the participants searched for a non–minima-parsed shape among minima-parsed shapes, the search
was fast and efficient for both target-present and target-absent trials; when the roles of the
target and the distractors were reversed, search became slow and inefficient. These results
indicated that parsing at negative minima of curvature occurs rapidly and early in visual
processing.

predict the opposite pattern of results. Search experiments
involving differences in bar length have shown that longer
bars pop out among shorter ones, but not vice versa (Treisman & Gormican, 1988). Since the minima-segmented
shapes have longer bars on top than the non–minimasegmented shapes, a search based on the lengths of these

known, search becomes slow and inefficient when the target is defined by the absence of a feature (e.g., Treisman
& Gormican, 1988; Treisman & Souther, 1985).
It is worth noting that this search asymmetry cannot be
attributed to the difference in the lengths of the top vertical bars, because a search based on bar length would, in fact,

Table 1
Error Rates for Experiments 1–4
Target
Experiment

Cut

Present

Absent

Present

Size 6
1
2

3
4

Absent
Size 12

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

minima parsed
non–minima parsed
minima parsed
non–minima parsed

.09
.08
.10
.08

.02
.04
.01
.04
.01
.02
.01
.03
Size 10

.01
.01
.01
.01

.15
.10
.14
.13

.02
.06
.02
.05
.03
.01
.02
.02
Size 20

M

.01
.01
.003
.01

SE

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

M

SE

minima parsed
non–minima parsed
minima parsed
non–minima parsed

.05
.04
.04
.04

.02
.01
.01
.01

02.
.02
.01
.03

.004
.01
.005
.01

.06
.04
.06
.03

.02
.01
.01
.01

.01
.02
.02
.02

.004
.01
.01
.01
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Method

Participants. The same 12 participants who took part in Experiment 1 also participated in this experiment. The order of the two
experiments was counterbalanced across participants.
Materials and Design. The shapes used in Experiment 2 are
shown in Figures 9A and 9C. The size of the shape was 1.26º 3
2.75º, and that of the cut was 0.69º 3 0.11º. For the parsing shown
in Figure 9A, the vertical length of the top part was 0.40º, and that
of the bottom part was 0.88º. As in Experiment 1, the relative areas
of the parts created by the minima parsing and the non–minima parsing were equated.

Figure 9. Stimuli used in Experiment 2: (A) minima-parsed
shape; (B) no further parsing occu rs for Shape A; (C) non–
minima-parsed shape; and (D) the resulting shape if parsing at
negative minima occurs automatically for the shape presented in
panel C.

bars would make the search for minima-segmented shapes
easier—the opposite of what we obtained.
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 2, we sought to test the generality of the
results obtained in Experiment 1. Note that the shape we
used in Experiment 1 had the following two characteristics. First, each of its two parts had a symmetric and familiar form (i.e., a rectangular bar and an oval). Hence, in
principle, the parsing of this shape into parts could have
occurred simply owing to the familiarity and symmetry of
its constituent parts. Second, the part boundaries on the
shape used in Experiment 1 were both points of tangent
discontinuity—that is, sharp corners—whereas, in general,
part boundaries can be smooth as well. In order to test the
generality of our results, in Experiment 2, we used a shape
whose parts were both unfamiliar and nonsymmetric and
whose part boundaries were smoothed rather than sharp
corners (see Figure 9). As is well known, smoothed part
boundaries are visually less salient than are corresponding
concave-corner boundaries and lead to a weaker part structure (see, e.g., Hoffman & Singh, 1997). Thus, one might expect a somewhat weaker effect with such part boundaries.
However, it is still reasonable to ask whether an asymmetry will be obtained in visual search. As in Experiment 1, the
part cuts in the two parsings were equated in their lengths,
orientations, and the areas of the parts that they created.

Figure 10. Examples of search displays used in Experiment 2.
The participants searched either for a non–minima-parsed target among minima-parsed distractors (A) or for a minimaparsed target among non–minima-parsed distractors (B).

EARLY COMPUTATION OF PART STRUCTURE
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Figure 11. The mean reaction times for correct trials in Experiment 2. As in Experiment 1,
when the participants searched for a non–minima-parsed shape among minima-parsed
shapes, the search was fast and efficient; when the roles of the target and the distractors were
reversed, search became slow and inefficient. These results indicated that parsing at negative minima of curvature occurs rapidly and early in visual processing even for shapes whose
parts are neither symmetric nor simple familiar shapes and whose part boundaries are
smoothed rather than concave corners.

The experiment was run in two sessions. In one session, the participants searched for a non–minima-parsed shape among minimaparsed shapes (Figure 10A), and in the other session, they searched
for a minima-parsed shape among non–minima-parsed shapes (Figure 10B). Other aspects of the design and procedure were identical
to those of Experiment 1.

Results
Reaction time for correct trials. Of the total data collected, 6.51% were removed owing to response errors.
Two further data points were removed because the RTs
were longer than 3,000 msec. The remaining data were analyzed with a within-subjects ANOVA. The mean RTs averaged across participants are plotted in Figure 11.
Overall, as in Experiment 1, the two search types differed from each other significantly [F(1,11) 5 38.27, p ,
.001], such that the participants were much faster at detecting the presence/absence of a non–minima-parsed target among minima-parsed distractors than they were at detecting the presence/absence of a minima-parsed target
among non–minima-parsed distractors. The effect of set
size was significant [F(1,11) 5 38.44, p , .001], and it interacted significantly with search type [F(1,11) 5 13.42,
p 5 .004]. The participants were faster at detecting the

presence, rather than the absence, of the target [F(1,11) 5
52.46, p , .001], and this effect interacted significantly
with search type [F(1,11) 5 5.99, p 5 .032]. The interaction between set size and target presence/absence was also
significant [F(1,11) 5 7.37, p 5 .020]. However, the three
way interaction among search type, set size, and target
presence/absence was not significant (F , 1).
A separate ANOVA was also carried out for each search
type. When the participants searched for a non–minimaparsed shape among minima-parsed shapes, the effect of
set size and target presence/absence and the interaction
between the two were all significant [F(1,11) 5 26.89,
p , .001, F(1,11) 5 15.44, p 5 .002, and F(1,11) 5 6.89,
p 5 .024, respectively]. When the participants searched
for a minima-parsed shape among non–minima-parsed
shapes, the effect of set size and the effect of target presence/
absence were both significant [F(1,11) 5 28.40, p , .001,
and F(1,11) 5 35.81, p , .001, respectively]. The interaction between set size and target presence/absence was
marginally significant [F(1,11) 5 3.76, p 5 .079].
Error rates. The mean error rates are presented in Table 1. Only the effect of target presence/absence [F(1,11) 5
52.00, p , .001] and the interaction between target pres-
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cation on the target shape, search was very fast and efficient (4.8 and 11.7 msec/item for target-present and targetabsent trials, respectively). However, when the cut occurred
at the negative minima on the target shape, search became
slow and inefficient (19.5 and 29.0 msec/item for target
present and target absent, respectively).
When the participants searched for the non–minimaparsed target among minima-parsed distractors, although
search was still very fast, the ratio between target-present
and target-absent slopes was higher than 2.0 (recall
Wolfe’s, 1998, criteria for a feature search). Note, however,
that there is an inherent difficulty in interpreting the slope
ratios for these shallow slopes, because the confidence intervals around the average slope ratios are quite wide (61.7),
thus adding uncertainty to the estimate of the slope ratio.
In sum, although the magnitude of the effect was
slightly weaker than it was in Experiment 1 (reflecting the
fact that smoothed part boundaries typically lead to perceptually weaker part structures), the asymmetry in visual
search remained highly significant. This indicates that
parsing at negative minima occurs rapidly and early in visual processing even for shapes whose parts are neither
symmetric nor simple familiar shapes and whose part
boundaries are smoothed rather than concave corners.
EXPERIMENTS 3–4

Figure 12. Examples of search displays used in Experiment 3.
The participants searched either for a non–minima-parsed target among uncut distractors (A) or for a minima-parsed target
among uncut distractors (B).

ence/absence and set size [F(1,11) 5 7.30, p 5 .021] were
significant.
Discussion
As in Experiment 1, there was a clear search asymmetry between the search for a non–minima-parsed target
among minima-parsed distractors and the search for a
minima-parsed target among non–minima-parsed distractors. When the part cut was located at a non–minima lo-

In the next two experiments, our goal was to get at the
issue of early parsing of shapes at negative minima by
using a slightly different method. Using the same basic
shapes as in Experiments 1 and 2, we asked the participants to search for a parsed shape among unparsed shapes.
A pilot study showed that a parsed shape pops out among
unparsed shapes, largely irrespective of the location of the
part cut (since the target is defined by the presence of a
unique feature, the part cut, that the distractors lack). We
predicted, however, that if parsing at negative minima occurs obligatorily in early stages of visual processing, a cut
located at negative minima would be somewhat less efficacious as a feature that distinguishes the target from the
distractors. As a result, a cut located at negative minima
should be harder to detect—and therefore, slower to search
for (Figure 12B)—than a cut located at a non–negativeminima location (Figure 12A).
0basic shapes were used as those in Experiment 1 (Figures 6A and 6C). The participants searched either for a
non–minima-parsed shape among uncut shapes (Figure 12A) or for a minima-parsed shape among uncut
shapes (Figure 12B).
Method

Participants. Twelve new participants, 6 males and 6 females,
from the same participant pool were recruited. They were paid for
their participation.
Materials and Design. The stimuli used were the shapes in Figures 6A and 6C and the uncut shape. There were either 10 or 20
search items in a given display. In one session of the experiment, the
participants searched for a non–minima-parsed shape among uncut
shapes (Figure 12A); in the other, they searched for a minima-parsed
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Figure 13. The mean reaction times for correct trials in Experiment 3. The parsed target
popped out among uncut distractor shapes, both when the target was parsed using a minima
cut and when it was parsed using a non-minima cut. However, the participants were significantly faster (on average, by 86 msec) at detecting the presence or absence of the parsed target when it was parsed with a non-minima cut than when it was parsed with a minima cut.

shape among uncut shapes (Figure 12B). The order for these two
sessions was counterbalanced across participants. Other aspects of
the design and procedure were identical to those in Experiment 1.

Results
Reaction time for correct trials. Of the total data collected, 3.10% were removed owing to response errors.
Two further data points were removed because the RTs
were longer than 2,000 msec.5 The remaining data were
analyzed with a within-subjects ANOVA. The mean RTs
averaged across participants are plotted in Figure 13.
Overall, the two search types differed significantly
from each other, such that it took participants 86 msec
longer, on average, to detect the presence or absence of
the target shape when it was parsed with a minima cut than
when it was parsed with a non-minima cut [F(1,11) 5
20.41, p 5 .001]. The effect of set size was significant
[F(1,11) 5 8.55, p 5 .014], and it interacted significantly
with search type [F(1,11) 5 5.27, p 5 .042]. The participants were faster at detecting the presence, rather than the
absence, of the target [F(1,11) 5 15.89, p 5 .002], and this
effect interacted significantly with search type [F(1,11) 5
8.78, p 5 .013]. The interaction between set size and target
presence/absence was marginally significant [F(1,11) 5
3.97, p 5 .072]. However, the three-way interaction among

search type, set size, and target presence/ absence was not
significant (F , 1).
A separate ANOVA was also carried out for each search
type. When the participants searched for a non–minimaparsed shape among uncut shapes, only the effect of target presence/absence was significant [F(1,11) 5 7.12,
p 5 .022]. When the participants searched for a minimaparsed shape among uncut shapes, both the effect of set
size and the effect of target presence/absence were significant [F(1,11) 5 12.06, p 5 .005, and F(1,11) 5 15.04,
p 5 .003, respectively].
Error rates. The mean error rates are presented in
Table 1. The only significant effect was target presence/
absence [F(1,11) 5 6.89, p 5 .024]. The interaction between
target presence/absence and search type was marginally
significant [F(1,11) 5 3.76, p 5 .078].
Discussion
As was expected, the parsed target popped out among
uncut distractor shapes, both when the target was parsed
using a minima cut and when it was parsed using a nonminima cut. (The search slopes for the minima-parsed target were 2.5 msec/item for target present and 3.7 msec/
item for target absent. The search slopes for the non–
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physically present cut. This effect was most striking for target-absent displays: Even though the search displays were
identical in both cases (consisting only of uncut shapes), it
took the participants 100 msec longer to determine the absence of a part cut when they were looking for it at negative minima. The fact that parsing at negative minima influenced visual search even when search was already fast
and efficient provides further evidence for the claim that
such parsing occurs very early in visual processing.
Experiment 4
In this experiment, our goal was to extend the results of
Experiment 3 to the shapes used in Experiment 2 (Figure 9). Participants searched either for a non–minimaparsed shape among uncut shapes (Figure 14A) or for a
minima-parsed target shape among uncut shapes (Figure 14B). In all other respects, the experimental design
and procedure were identical to those of Experiment 3.
Method

Participants. The same 12 participants who took part in Experiment 3 also participated in this experiment. The order of the two
experiments was counterbalanced across participants.
Materials and Design. The stimuli shown in Figures 9A and 9C
and the uncut shape were used in the experiment. In one session, the
participants searched for a non–minima-parsed shape among uncut
shapes (Figure 14A), and in the other, the participants searched for
a minima-parsed shape among uncut shapes (Figure 14B). The order
for the two sessions was counterbalanced across participants.

Figure 14. Examples of search displays used in Experiment 3.
The participants searched either for a non–minima-parsed target among uncut distractors (A) or for a minima-parsed target
among uncut distractors (B).

minima-parsed target were 0.2 msec/item for target present
and 1.4 msec/item for target absent.)
However, participants were significantly faster (on average, by 86 msec) at detecting the presence or absence of
the parsed target when it was segmented with a non-minima cut than when it was segmented with a minima cut. In
other words, a cut located at negative minima was more
difficult and slower to detect than a cut located elsewhere.
Thus, the presence of a perceptual part cut at that location
appears to have a masking influence on the detection of a

Results
Reaction time for correct trials. Of the total data collected, 3.10% were removed owing to response errors.
One further data point was removed because the RT was
longer than 2,000 msec (see note 5). The remaining data
were analyzed with a within-subjects ANOVA. The mean
RTs averaged across participants are plotted in Figure 15.
Overall, the two search types differed from each other
significantly, such that it took participants significantly
longer (49 msec, on average) to detect the presence or absence of the target shape when it was parsed with a minima cut than when it was parsed with a non-minima cut
[F(1,11) 5 11.69, p 5 .006]. The effect of set size was
marginally significant [F(1,11) 5 3.31, p 5 .096]. The
participants were faster at detecting the presence, rather
than the absence, of the target [F(1,11) 5 13.83, p 5
.003], and this effect interacted significantly with search
type [F(1,11) 5 22.72, p 5 .001]. As in Experiment 3, the
three-way interaction among search type, set size, and target presence/absence was not significant (F , 1).
A separate ANOVA was also carried out for each search
type. When participants searched for a non–minimaparsed target among uncut distractors, none of the effects
reached significance. When participants searched for a
minima-parsed target among uncut distractors, only the
effect of target presence/absence was significant [F(1,11) 5
27.03, p , .001].
Error rates. The mean error rates are presented in
Table 1. The effect of target presence/absence was signifi-
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Figure 15. The mean reaction times for correct trials in Experiment 4. As in Experiment 3,
the parsed target popped out among uncut distractor shapes, both when the target was
parsed using a minima cut and when it was parsed using a non-minima cut. However, even
though shapes are neither symmetric nor simple familiar shapes and their part boundaries
are smoothed rather than concave corners, the participants were significantly faster (on average, by 49 msec) at detecting the presence or absence of the parsed target when it was
parsed with a non-minima cut than when it was parsed with a minima cut.

cant [F(1,11) 5 22.56, p 5 .001], and this effect interacted
significantly with search type [F(1,11) 5 13.55, p 5 .004].
Discussion
As in Experiment 3, the search for a parsed target among
unparsed distractors was quite fast and efficient, both for
the minima-parsed and the non–minima-parsed targets.
(The search slopes for the minima-parsed target were
1.2 msec/item for target present and 1.1 msec/item for target absent. The search slopes for the non–minima-parsed
target were 1.6 msec/item for target present and 20.6 msec/
item for target absent.)
However, the participants were significantly faster (on
average, by 49 msec) at detecting the presence or absence
of the target shape when it was parsed with a non-minima
cut than when it was parsed with a minima cut. This replicates the results of Experiment 3 with shapes whose parts
were neither symmetric nor simple familiar shapes and
whose part boundaries were smooth rather than tangent
discontinuities. As in Experiment 3, these results were
most striking for the target-absent trials: It took the participants 70 msec longer, on average, to determine the ab-

sence of a part cut when they were looking for it at negative minima than when they were looking for it elsewhere,
even though the search displays were identical in both
cases (consisting simply of identical uncut shapes).
The magnitude of the effect was somewhat smaller than
it was in Experiment 3. As in Experiment 2, this difference reflects the fact that the part boundaries in Figure 9
are smooth with low curvature, as compared with the
sharp corners in Figure 6, a change that has been demonstrated to reduce the salience of perceived part structure
(Hoffman & Singh, 1997).
GENERAL DISCUSSIO N
We set out to address the question of whether parsing at
negative minima occurs preattentively—or at least, rapidly
and early in visual processing. In Experiment 1, we found
that whereas the search for a non–minima-parsed target
among minima-parsed distractors was fast and efficient,
the search for a minima-parsed target among non–minimaparsed distractors was slow and inefficient. This asymmetry demonstrates that parsing at negative minima occurs
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Figure 16. Examples demonstrating that points of negative
minima are not by themselves sufficient to define part structures.
If a shape contains more than two negative minima, these may be
paired in different ways to give part cuts (A and B). Even if a
shape has only two negative minima, joining them may not necessarily give perceptually natural part structures (C and D).

rapidly and early in visual processing. Experiment 2 replicated the search asymmetry of Experiment 1 with shapes
whose parts are neither symmetric nor simple familiar
geometric shapes and whose part boundaries are smooth
rather than sharp corners.
In Experiments 3 and 4, we used the same shapes as in
Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, but asked the participants to search either for a minima-parsed target among
uncut distractors or for a non–minima-parsed target among
uncut distractors. We found that although the parsed shape
popped out in both cases, participants were significantly
slower at detecting the presence or absence of the minimaparsed target than that of the non–minima-parsed target. It
is interesting to note that an even larger difference was obtained for the target-absent trials, even though the search
displays were identical in the two cases, consisting only of
uncut distractor shapes. The fact that a cut located at negative minima was systematically harder to detect and
slower to search for provides further evidence for the
claim that parsing at negative minima occurs obligatorily.
Moreover, parsing at negative minima influenced visual

search even when the search was already fast and efficient, indicating that this parsing must occur rapidly and
early in visual processing.
Our findings are also consistent with recent work on the
part-based nature of visual attention, which has shown
that attention shifts more readily within a single part than
across two parts of a single object (Barenholtz & Feldman,
2002; Singh & Scholl, 2000; Vecera, Behrmann, & Filapek, 2001; Vecera, Behrmann, & McGoldrick, 2000).
The fact that parts of objects can act as units of attentional
selection also suggests that they are computed obligatorily, requiring few attentional resources for their computation.
One recent study (Donnelly, Found, & Müller, 2000)
tentatively reached the opposite conclusion on the basis of
visual search. In particular, Donnelly et al. postulated that
it is easier for the visual system to search for convex
shapes than to search for shapes with negative minima (or
concavities, more generally). Although it is not entirely
clear why Donnelly et al.’s conclusion differs from ours as
well as those of other researchers (recall the results of
Elder & Zucker, 1993; Hulleman et al., 2000; Humphreys
& Müller, 2000; Wolfe & Bennett, 1997), it should be
noted, as Donnelly et al. acknowledged, that their analysis of concavities was post hoc. The focus of their experiments was on the role of contour segments in distinguishing shapes preattentively, and these experiments did not
systematically manipulate the presence of concavities or
negative minima.
In addition to the specific findings of the present study,
our experiments also provide a general method for studying how the visual system parses shapes into parts. Rather
than using two distinct shapes for targets and distractors,
one uses the same shape, but shown with two different parsings. On the assumption that other local factors (such as
cut orientation, cut length, etc.) have been controlled for,
any asymmetry obtained in visual search is then indicative
of a difference in the perceived naturalness of the two
parsings.
For the shapes we studied in this article, the perceptually natural part cuts were always obtained by joining the
two negative minima on the shapes. In general, however,
the minima rule is not by itself sufficient to define the part
structure of a shape. The minima rule gives negative minima as boundaries between parts; for two-dimensional
shapes, these are points on the bounding contour of the
shape. It does not give part cuts that segment the shape,
however, which are needed to determine part structure. For
example, if a shape has more than two negative minima,
they may be joined in more than one way to give part cuts
(see Figures 16A and 16B; Beusmans, Hoffman, & Bennett, 1987; Siddiqi & Kimia, 1995). In addition, even if a
shape has precisely two negative minima, joining them
may not always give a natural parsing of the shape (see
Figures 16C and 16D; Singh et al., 1999). Geometric factors other than negative minima have been shown to play
an important role in determining part structures (e.g., cut
length, boundary strength, good continuation, local sym-
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metry, etc.; see Singh & Hoffman, 2001; Singh et al.,
1999). The methodology described in this article will
allow us to investigate in future studies whether parsings
determined by other geometric factors also occur rapidly,
in early stages of visual processing.
Because the shapes we used in this article were quite
simple and their part structures were unambiguous, other
schemes of shape representation and parsing would also
predict the same perceived part structures for our stimuli.
For example, Burbeck and Pizer’s (1995) model of object
representation by cores and Siddiqi and Kimia’s (1995)
parsing scheme involving limbs and necks would also predict the perceptually natural parsings depicted in Figures
6A and 9A. Our goal in this article was simply to test
whether such perceptually natural parsings are computed
rapidly and early in visual processing, for which we found
ample evidence. In future work, the visual search methodology can be used to compare directly the relative merits
of these alternative parsing schemes.
Finally, our data speak to a broader issue in the visual
computation of parts. Historically, two main approaches
have been taken toward the problem of the computing of
parts. According to the primitive-shapes approach to
parts, the visual system parses shapes by looking for a predefined set of basic shapes in images (e.g., Biederman,
1987; Marr & Nishihara, 1978; Winston, 1975). Essentially, it finds parts by fitting these basic shapes to images.
On the other hand, according to the geometric-constraints
approach, the visual system does not store any such set of
primitive shapes but, rather, uses general geometric constraints—based on intrinsic shape geometry alone—to def ine boundaries and cuts between parts (Hoffman &
Richards, 1984; Hoffman & Singh, 1997; Singh & Hoffman, 2001; Singh et al., 1999). One problem faced by the
basic-shapes approach is that it can find only those parts
that belong to the prespecified set of basic shapes. For the
geometric-constraints approach, however, parts do not
need to belong to a prespecified set of shape primitives.6
In the present set of experiments, visual search asymmetry and feature search differences resulting from parsing
at negative minima were observed for shapes regardless
of whether the resulting parts were simple familiar shapes
or not—hence, providing empirical evidence in favor of
the geometric-constraints approach to shape parsing.
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dots or line segments), whose “parts” can, of course, consist of disconnected elements.
2. The differential-geometric principle of transversality ensures that
whenever 2 three-dimensional shapes intersect generically, the locus of
their intersection lies, with a probability of 1, in a concave crease—that
is, a concave tangent discontinuity and smoothing such a concave crease
yields a locus of negative minima of curvature. (see Hoffman & Richards,
1984, and Hoffman & Singh, 1997, for details).
3. It should be noted that rapid computation can also be indicated by
a slowdown in search performance, owing to the preemption of features
that were previously easy to access (e.g., Rensink & Enns, 1998).
4. For any attribute that has preattentive status (say, color or orientation), it is clear that a pop-out will occur only if the target and the distractors differ sufficiently along that dimension. If they are too close
along that dimension (e.g., very similar hues or orientations), search
slopes will get large, despite the featural status of the attribute. In the
case of convex and concave corners, lower turning angles simply translate into smaller differences between the two kinds of corners.
5. A pilot study showed that both types of search (i.e., search for minimaparsed targets and for non–minima-parsed targets among uncut distractors) were fast and efficient. As a result, we decided to use 2,000 msec as
the cutoff threshold for RT truncation, instead of the 3,000 msec used
previously. This change in cutoff threshold led to the elimination of only
two data points in Experiment 3 and of a single data point in Experiment 4 and did not significantly alter the results.
6. It should be noted that the theories of Marr and Nishihara (1978)
and Biederman (1987) have much broader scope than the minima rule,
since they are general theories of shape representation and object recognition, not just of shape segmentation. Comparison of them with the minima rule is valid, however, insofar as these theories also make specific
proposals regarding how the visual system segments objects into parts.

NOTES
1. Throughout, our concern is with parts of objects, bounded by continuous surfaces, rather than, say, with Gestalt groups (such as arrays of
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